
You can make a  
          difference: 

Use office equipment wisely 
 
→ Only print when you have 

to and make sure you’re 
printing doublesided 

→ Order the most sustainable 
paper 

→ Use paper CD cases, not 
plastic  

→ Use washable plates and 
cutlery 

→ Always use recycling bins 
 

Minimise Waste 
Reduce – Reuse - Recycle 
→ Could you reduce your 

paper order? 
→ Implement an opt-in policy 

for paper scripts. If you’ve 
got a tablet, try using that 
instead of a paper script. 

→ Upload edits and previews 
to BBC approved sites and 
send the link rather than 
burning CD copies. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Transport and travel 
How could you reduce your 
travel? 
 
→ If you can, plan schedules  

to minimise the amount of 
air travel needed 

→ On the road, take a bus, 
train or car-share 

→ Hire local crew and kit to 
reduce your travel needs 
and transport only what 
you need – keep the weight 
down 

 
Studio, location and OBs 
→ Turn off studio lights and 

equipment when not in 
use. 
 

 

→ Is an OB van necessary? (see 
5 Live case study).  

→ Could a regular contributor 
use remotely managed 
equipment instead of coming 
into the studio? 

→ Use rechargeable batteries in 
portable equipment. 

→ Check out your event and 
venue caterers' green 
credentials. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Communicate and collaborate 

 
→ Talk to colleagues in and 

outside your team or 
company to find out what 
they’re doing. Can you share 
production resources and 
audio? 

→ Find ideas and advice from 
colleagues in TV production 

Introduction 
 
If you work in Radio, the 
chances are you’re already 
quite sustainable.  Radio 
typically has a smaller carbon 
footprint than other production 
areas due to the differences in 
the way programming is made 
and the resources required. 
This means that a few small, 
positive changes in the way we 
work can make a big difference. 
Thinking about different ways 
of working can also encourage 
creativity and innovation – with 
benefits for our listeners (see 
Natural History Unit 
case study). 
 
Here are a few ideas to make 
productions which are kinder to 
the planet and contribute to 
achieving the BBC's  
sustainability objectives. 
 

 
 
 

CASE STUDY 
5 Live Big Day Out, Liverpool 
The whole show was broadcast live 
using some of the same equipment 
you’d find on an OB truck but in a 
smaller hire vehicle - using mains 
power from the venue rather than 
generators. The transmission also 
used the venue’s broadband with a 
back-up ISDN line. 
 
“You'll still need operational support 
for a big event of this nature but 
working in this way uses IP 
connectivity flexibly to then focus on 
delivering the event”, says 
operations manager, Chris Houghton. 
“Sometimes an OB van might be the 
better option (they’re pre-rigged, 
relatively quiet and can  
accommodate large pieces of 
equipment where required) but for 
projects like this one, and for a 
variety of others across radio news, 
new technology has made a  greener, 
cheaper, simpler way of broadcasting 
possible”, he says. 

How to get started 
 
→ Nominate a senior 

individual who’s happy to 
take responsibility for 
sustainability in your team. 

→ Discuss how you can 
implement sustainable 
principles within your team 
and/or in your production  

→ Write a simple statement 
of intentions and goals 

→ Can you buy renewable 
electricity? 

 
In the office 
 
Save energy 
→ Give the equipment a 

break. Turn off lighting, 
laptops, monitors, TVs and 
other electrical equipment 
when you’re not using 
them. Is your laptop on 
snooze mode when it’s not 
being used? 

→ Unplug devices when fully 
charged 

 

CASE STUDY 
Radio Drama 
BBC Radio Drama in London has 
swapped CDs for quick and 
convenient downloads by 
using an online file sharing system. 
Instead of sending contributors a 
copy of a production on CD, the 
department now simply uploads 
finished programmes and sends 
them via a weblink. As a result the 
team has reduced its spending on 
blank CDs by approximately 80%. 
Most other drama teams have done 
the same, so a greener outcome 
elsewhere too. 

How to make 
greener radio 

 
CASE STUDY 
Natural History Unit Radio 
Sharing ideas and resources really 
can enrich programmes as well as 
greening your production. Natural 
History Unit Radio works with 
colleagues in Television who collect 
audio for them while on filming 
assignments all over the world – 
getting sound from places beyond 
their usual budgets. And, an added 
bonus: “Through the network 
of contacts between the teams, 
Television often approaches us with 
possible stories that are editorially 
suitable for both platforms”, 
says production coordinator Jamie 
Merritt from NHU. 

http://wearealbert.org/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/responsibility/environment

